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Dates: 11th / 26th January and 16th February 2018

ONE DAY INTENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAMME for Senior Managers
Overall Objective:
The overall objective of the training is to build consensus and networks to
improve and strengthen our education systems for all the stakeholders while
improving our business networking for self-reliance after retirement
Cost: 350,000/= (US$100) per participant (330,000/= group) Venue: Sheraton
Number of resource persons: 3
No of Rapporteurs: 1
Time
Topic
Justification
Specific Objective
Morning Evidence based
Managers fall sick at a To take good care of
Session testimonies on treatment productive age and fail our health and
of cancer, HIV and other to accomplish their
families so as to
8.00am diseases and a shot at
dreams of leaving a
deliver good services
10.00am graceful aging
progressive legacy
to the community
Break tea
10.30am Evidence based subjects STEM is identified as
To organize our
12.30pm linkage for achieving
the engine of economic academic staff to
improved science
growth for the 21st
focus them regarding
academic performance in Century hence the
science fairs and
secondary schools
need of improvement
academic performance
Lunch Break
2.00pm Vertical and horizontal
There are numerous
To build consensus
3.30pm linkage of the curriculum efforts at improving
so as to create an
to value-chains for
curriculums and there
informed and
improved economic
is need to interrogate
organized platform to
growth, incomes and
the various approaches engage Governments
welfare of staff members for the best integrated
on the best integrated
and the students
curriculum
curriculum
3.30pm Integrated application of The world is moving
To build the instinct
4.30pm ICT for efficient
fast and a leader must
for innovation and
management and
be ahead of his juniors adaptation to new
communication using the to motivate them to
technologies and to
web and the net to
move fast. This is the
customize them to
integrate functions of the essence of fast-first
our education needs
school, communication
teaching and fast-first
so as to motivate
with the students and
learning. A slow leader teachers, students and
parents in addition to
demotivates his juniors parents for increased
strengthening the alumni and the entire system
student intake &
network
slows down.
management
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